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The California Electric Grid
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Electricity demand in CA in March 2016: relatively constant, with a small evening peak
The California Electric Grid
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Add renewable electricity generation -> net demand is lower in the middle of the day
The California Electric Grid
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Most electricity generation comes from inflexible baseload generators
The California Electric Grid
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Step 1: Techno-Economic Analysis (TEA)
Does this technology make sense to pursue?
TEA Process
• List all components
• Apply material and 
manufacturing costs
• Estimate O&M
• Simulate thermal + cost 
performance over 
lifetime of the plant
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Step 2: Experimental Demonstration




2. Latent Heat Storage
3. Integration of components
Step 2: Experimental Demonstration
We need to prove that it works
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Molten Aluminum Corrosion Remains an Issue
Initial Prototype Experiments are Promising
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As we heated up… Electricity generation increased
Initial Prototype Experiments are Promising
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We closed the thermal valve… Electricity output dropped
Initial Prototype Experiments are Promising
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We demonstrated simultaneous heat input and electricity generation
Initial Prototype Experiments are Promising
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We generated electricity for 3 hours from stored energy only
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• The need for dipatchable electricity 
is present – and growing!
• STEALS is a promising concept
• Successful demonstration may lead 
to a breakthrough technology
Conclusions
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